JUNE
Then the single harness ponies ! See them leap-
ing as if they would shatter the frail racing buggy,
see them change step, get into their stride, and with
heads up and legs stepping—legs on springs—stride
off over the turf. Such perfection, such a display
of swift energy. In the middle of this sounds the
mellow call of a coach horn. The coaches which
have been allowed sixty minutes from the Magazine
in Hyde Park are coming in ! The sun gleams on a
lemon-yellow coach body. Far over among the
trees there is a blur of red, the coat of the c guard',
the light gleams on the smooth chestnut flanks of the
team and slowly, heavily over the turf, comes the
first coach with a bright jingle of harness. . . .
You go through the long marquee called c stables5.
Grooms, fussier than any lady^s maid, are winding
. fetlock bandages or unwinding the cloth from tails
pulled as only an English groom can pull a tail. In
one box a girl in riding breeches and a white dust
coat is whistling as she runs a hay wisp over her horse.
What a delight it is in this weary world of garages
to hear the pretty sound of a curb chain rubbed in
chamois leather.
Soft muzzles are pushed through the box sides,
deep-lashed eyes gaze at you mildly, as if such fussing
and brushing and bandaging were a peculiar trait
of humanity which must be tolerated. Then the
time comes when a horse is saddled and led out.
His mistress mounts him ; and off they go into the
arena to try their skill, to match their points.
You, who must return to the city, linger pathetic-
ally round the tailors' stall, finger a shooting stick,
fed a Bedford cord and, quite against your will,
tear yourself violently away from a man who very
nearly sold you a pair of brown Jodhpur breeches.
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